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INTRODUCTION 

The more Y-DNA genetic markers (STRs) or mutations (SNPs) that two people share the 

more recent their common male ancestor once lived. In this manner, the genetic surname 

matches that appear at the 111, 67 and 37 Y-DNA STR marker levels in one’s commercial 

ancestral Y-DNA test results will typically reflect ones ancestral neighbours from the time 

when paternally inherited surnames became common (which was approximately 1,000 

years ago in the Britain and Ireland). But the Y-DNA test results also reveals many more 

people who share less Y-DNA STR genetic markers which reflect shared paternal ancestry 

prior to the appearance of surnames, and it is those genetic relatives that can reveal clues as 

to one’s ancient paternal ancestral journey.  

To reconstruct Mr Joyce’s ancient paternal ancestral journey his FTDNA Y-DNA STR results 

were uploaded to the Ysearch database and the match criteria lowered to reveal additional 

genetically matching individuals. Many of these new matches reveal details of the 

geographical origin of their earliest known paternal ancestor, see Figure 1. By plotting those 

ancestral locations and sorting his ysearch genetic matches according to the estimated 

number of shared genetic markers one can begin to reconstruct Mr Joyce’s ancient (pre-

surname) paternal ancestral journey, see Figure 2. 
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Figure 1: Snapshot of Mr Joyce’s genetic matches as revealed in the Ysearch.org database. By uploading the 
test subject’s Y-DNA results to the Ysearch database and dropping the match criteria it revealed nearly 200 
genetic relatives who reveal details (village, town or county plus Country) of their earliest known paternal 
ancestral origins; which can be sorted according to the number of estimated shared genetic markers. 
Individuals with recorded ancestors within the Americas or early 19

th
 Century cities are excluded from analysis 

as they are the result of recent migration. Highlighted font denotes a geographical area e.g. Scotland, England, 
Ireland, Western Europe, Central Europe etc. 
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Figure 2: Earliest known Ancestral locations revealed by Mr Joyce’s Ysearch.org genetic matches. Mr Joyce’s 
Ysearch genetic relatives revealed ancestral locations that concentrate within 3 areas of Mainland Europe 
(white broken circles). Each pin is positioned in the location where a Ysearch genetic relative recorded his 
earliest known paternal ancestor. Pin colour reflects the estimated number of shared genetic markers. 

 

Mr Joyce’s Ancient Central European Origin 

The ancestral locations recorded by Mr Joyce’s Ysearch.org genetic relatives are not 

random. The most striking feature of the revealed locations is the sheer number of distant 

genetic relatives with recorded ancestral links within the modern borders of the Czech 

Republic in Central Europe, see Figure 3. The test subject’s paternal ancestral journey as 

recorded by his Y-DNA STR results began within the modern borders of the Czech Republic 

many thousands of years ago. His paternal ancestors gave rise to the ‘Celtic’ tribes that 

would dominate Central Europe, the earliest of whom take their name from ‘Hallstatt’ in 

Austria which lies to the south, see Figure 3. His paternal ancestors spread west, crossing 

the Bohemian Mountains, and following the course of the River Main to the Rhine, see 

Figure 4. While these early Celts would colonise the entire Rhine River valley, the clustering 

of locations within Belgium and the Netherlands indicates that the test subject’s paternal 

ancestors had ventured north and settled in the area surrounding the Rhine Estuary prior to 

making the short crossing into Britain. The concentration of ancestral locations within Essex 

in Southeast England, which lies closest to the Rhine Estuary, reveals that that is where his 

Celtic ancestors first settled, see Figure 5. The newly arriving Celts proliferated and spread 

through the entire island becoming the ‘Ancient Britons’ and changing the genetic makeup 

of the entire island. The test subject’s Ancient Briton paternal ancestors ended their 
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ancestral journey within Northeast Scotland where by approximately 1,000AD his paternal 

ancestor had acquired the ‘Joss’ surname. 

 

 
Figure 3: Ground Zero for Mr Joyce’s R1b Paternal Ancestor. A surprising number of the test subject’s distant 

genetic relatives record their earliest paternal origins within the borders of the modern Czech Republic. This 

area represents the oldest of his paternal ancestral R1b-associated locations. His paternal ancestral journey as 

recorded by his Y-DNA STR results began within the modern borders of the Czech Republic at least 5,000 years 

ago. 
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Figure 4: The Migration West. At some point, presumably at the dawn of the Celtic Hallstatt culture in around 

800BC, the test subject’s paternal ancestors migrated west, crossing the Bohemian Mountain ranges before 

following the course of the River Main towards the Rhine. These ‘Celtic’ tribes settled all along the course of the 

River Rhine, with the test subject’s paternal ancestor following the course of the River Rhine into modern 

Holland and Belgium. At some point his paternal ancestor made the crossing into Britain, making landfall in 

Essex.  
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Figure 5: The Celtic Colonisation of Britain. The only significant concentration within England among the test 
subject’s Ysearch matches appears to be in Essex which lies closest to the Rhine Estuary, and which marks the 
area where the test subjects Celtic ancestors first settled. The diffuse pattern of settlement throughout the 
whole of Great Britain indicates that the test subject’s paternal ancestors were at the vanguard of the ‘Celtic’ 
colonisation of the British Isles. His Celtic ancestors gave rise to the Ancient Britons whose genetic signature 
now dominates the entire island. 

 

SUMMARY OF MR JOYCE’S PATERNAL ANCESTRAL JOURNEY 

Mr Joyce’s paternal ancestry as recorded by his Ysearch genetic relatives began an estimated 5,000 

years ago within the modern borders of the Czech Republic. At some point, possibly around 800BC, 

his paternal ancestor ventured west crossing the Bohemian Mountain ranges into Central Germany 

and followed the course of the River Main toward the Rhine. His paternal ancestors subsequently 

spread and settled all along the length of the River Rhine, spreading their ‘Celtic Culture’ throughout 

Central Europe. At some point his ‘Celtic’ paternal ancestors made the crossing into Britain, making 

landfall in Essex, before colonising the whole of Britain. By 1,000AD his founding paternal ancestor 

was living in Northeast Scotland where he had acquired the ‘Joss’ surname. 
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Figure 6: Mr Joss’s paternal ancestral journey. Mr Joss’ paternal journey as recorded by his DNA began an 
estimated 5,000 years ago in Bohemia among Proto-Celtic tribes that would give rise to the Hallstatt and later 
La Tene Celts. His paternal ancestors ventured west towards the River Rhine where the paternal ancestral line 
split, with his direct male ancestors following the course of the Rhine towards Belgium and Holland, while a 
branch spread south into Southern Germany and Switzerland. His paternal ancestors crossed into Essex in 
Britain and continued north into Scotland. 

   

 

 


